
Developers have been constructing apartments 
at record levels during the previous two years, but there 

has been little relief to increasing rent prices 
due to the wave of incoming professionals driving up demand.
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This increase in higher income professionals has created a strong demand for housing in the Seattle 

region, sparking some of the highest rent increases in the nation. According to Marcus & Milllichap’s 

2017 U.S. Multifamily Investment Forecast, effective rents for all multifamily housing units are expected 

to average $1,557 at the end of 2017, representing a 6 percent rise from the previous year. According 

to The Seattle Times, rents in Seattle have increased 57 percent over the past six years. The cost of 

buying a home is also growing in the area, and ownership is becoming increasingly out of reach for many 

professionals, which only increases the demand for rental housing among Seattle’s new professionals.

In response to the heavy rental demand, developers have spent the previous two years constructing 

apartments at record levels. Marcus & Millichap report that after 9,500 new apartment units were 

brought to market in 2015, Seattle saw 13,800 new units completed in 2016, with another 13,200 units 

expected online this year.

“Seattle is going through a lot of growth right now,” Synergy Business Development Manager Lisa Brand 

says. “There’s construction almost everywhere you go, especially in the Seattle and Bellevue areas. 

Last year it was announced Seattle had the highest amount of construction cranes in the entire country.”

With five-consecutive years of job gains at 3 percent or higher, Seattle has become one of the fastest-
growing employment centers in the United States. This economic expansion has been fueled by a thriving 
technology sector, which is not only bringing in new jobs, but higher paid positions as well.
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While construction in Seattle has reached record levels, there has been very little relief to increasing rent prices due to the wave of incoming 

professionals driving up demand. According to Marcus & Millichap, Seattle ranks 8th in the U.S. for markets with the highest expected 

absorption rate for 2017 according to the 2017 U.S. Multifamily Investment Forecast.

“I think all of this new construction will slow down the rate that we’re seeing rents increase,” Brand says. “However, I don’t think there 

is going to be a major drop off, or even rent prices come down, because the demand for housing in Seattle is so strong right now and

it doesn’t seem to be letting up.”

“SILICON VALLEY NORTH”

Another trend putting stress on the Seattle housing market is the migration of Silicon Valley tech workers moving north due to the region’s 

growing presence as a technology hub. Workers fed up with San Francisco Bay Area’s rising housing costs are relocating to the region 

for its lower cost of living and Washington state’s lack of a state income tax. Because these transferees typically hold well-paid positions 

many of the tech workers are filling the luxury towers in the Puget Sound core of Seattle and Bellevue. Downtown Seattle and the South Lake 

Union neighborhood are especially popular for professionals working in the tech industries.

Real estate developers looking to take advantage of the strong demand and expensive rent prices are focuses their new construction projects 

on creating more of these high-end high-rises. As a result, the majority of new apartments in the in-demand neighborhoods have been Class A 

properties, with little concern for B-and C-level accommodations.

“I know that Seattle’s growing technology giants are a huge reason for these new 

towers,” Brand says. “People want to live close to their work, and the workers at 

these tech firms are looking for housing near their work at prices they can afford.”

LOCATION IS CRUCIAL

Which city and neighborhood you choose for housing is also becoming increasingly important due to the region’s geographical constraints. 

The city of Seattle is surrounded by two bodies of water, the Puget Sound to the west and Lake Washington to the east. These features 

restrict Seattle’s ability to expand the boundaries for residential and commercial development. Despite all the economic similarities between 

its Northern California counterpart, Seattle and its suburbs are less than a fifth the size of Silicon Valley.

The most popular secondary market is across from Lake Washington in the cities of Bellevue and Redmond. The popularity of these 

markets has created a strain on the region’s transportation infrastructure. There are only two bridges that connect either side of Lake 

Washington, Interstate 90 and State Route 520, and having only two routes has greatly increased commute times.

“I typically plan for an hour if I have to cross a I-90 

during rush hour,” Brand said. “Keep in mind that

this is usually for a drive that’s only 18 miles long.”

These crowded roadways have made mobility

around the Puget Sound Area more difficult, and 

the two sides of Lake Washington are becoming 

increasingly isolated from one another as the area’s 

population continues to swell. The east side of Lake Washington is where most of the area’s developments are expanding. Brand points

to cities located to the north and south of Bellevue and Redmond, along Interstate 405, as areas of increased expansion. These are the 

markets where residents that have been priced out of Seattle and Bellevue are finding affordable housing. As a result, the majority of the

new completions in these cities are Class B and C properties.

“I would imagine that eventually this construction trend will continue moving toward other outer areas like Renton and Everett,” 

says Brand. “I would also keep my eye on Bothell and Mill Creek for new developments.”
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To learn more about The Synergy Collection and our fully furnished housing 
options in San Francisco, please contact Lisa at (206) 858-8929.

THE SYNERGY COLLECTION

Conditions in Seattle such as an increasing population, preference for luxury high-rises and 

the region’s topographical constraints have made it increasingly difficult to build a diversified 

apartment inventory in every Seattle-area neighborhood. In an effort to give customers the 

corporate housing solution they want – where they want it – Synergy has created The Synergy 

Collection, a portfolio of furnished apartments broken down into three distinct tiers based

on their varying levels of service and offerings. Each of the three groupings – Elements, Elevate

and Experience – combine an impressive apartment home with a dedicated guest support

team, but are differentiated by varying levels of amenities and resident services.

Synergy understands each customer has an individual 

set of priorities. Where one resident values an onsite 

dog-walking service, another guest might be more 

concerned with the walking distance to their office. 

The Synergy Collection allows customers and prospective 

guests to base their housing decisions on their own 

individual preferences. Simply put, The Synergy Collection 

puts  more control in the hands of the customer.

“The Synergy Collection gives our customers more choices,” says Brand. “It brings a focus 

to our local expertise and how we can work with our customers to place them in the right 

building, in the right location, to make their temporary home feel like home.”

YOUR LOCAL MARKET EXPERT

Lisa Brand is an expert on Seattle housing having overseen the market for 

almost 20 years. Lisa joined Synergy in early 2017, after serving as a licensed 

real estate broker in the Pacific Northwest. Prior to her licensing, Lisa was

a Major Account Manager at a corporate housing provider in Seattle for

more than a decade. In addition to her real estate license, Lisa is a Certified

Relocation Professional and a chairperson Pacific Northwest Relocation Council’s Social 

Responsibility Committee.

More than just a furnished apartment, Synergy Global Housing provides the ultimate corporate 

housing experience by combining the comforts of “home” with exceptional customer support. 

Through listening to the needs of the individual guest, Synergy builds custom-tailored housing 

programs and supports each reservation with an experienced, dedicated team of customer 

service professionals. With Global Solution Centre offices in the United States, Ireland, India and 

Singapore, Synergy has the global scalability to service any housing need, anywhere in the world.
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